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Abstraction no. 1
By Fyodor Sakhnovski
With the abandoned whole
With the deserted one in the entirety
One as with the furnace, the whole time connected
I’m held in the entirety by the whole standpoint
Examining modality from each point of view
Staring at the forecast time
Holding myself independently with the thing to be held together in total circumference
Of the great line totals
I try to arrive and test the fact that arrival adheres to the end
And afterwards, the edge in me appears
As a black square halo found in the horizon
Stands proportionately established in this spectacle
Exists as childbirth inside
Inside to be deficient
And with this question I grow in convenience
In me, the drizzle grows straightforwardly
I had to peel the things within the cell
And felt, unfortunately, the reason of the same
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